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Joanna Jensen is having to sell her stables. The former horse breeder who left a career in
investment banking says her children’s toiletries business “has just taken over my life — I don’t
have time to ride”.

Her two daughters Mimi, 10, and Bella, seven, are more into athletics than horses, she sighs.

She does, however, have her daughters to thank for the new venture — Childs Farm — which
began as a homemade recipe to soothe their sensitive skin in 2010. It is now a fully fledged
business with a £2.1m turnover in 2015. This year looks to be stronger still, with the products
launched in Co-op supermarkets this April, a suncare range selling in Waitrose, and a new body
wash for sale at Boots in June.

Childs Farm recorded its best ever week at both Waitrose and Boots at the beginning of May,
selling 37,000 units in one week, Ms Jensen says. She hopes to double those figures and rise to
the number two spot in the babies’ toiletries market by the end of the year, leapfrogging PZ
Cussons and coming in behind top-ranked Johnson & Johnson.

Childs Farm has taken advantage of the phenomenon of parents turning away from longstanding
industry leaders towards organic, natural products. US sales of Johnson & Johnson baby
products, including its famous “no more tears” shampoo and bedtime lotion for children, fell 14
per cent year-on-year in the first quarter of 2016. Its chief financial officer attributed the decline
to “new competition, primarily from premium, natural-type brands”.
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Nothing about Ms Jensen’s early career suggests she would become an organic toiletries
entrepreneur, however. She went straight from boarding school to a job at Knightsbridge lettings
agency Kathini Graham: “Ten grand a year and a company car, I thought, ‘wahey! 1988, here we
go!’” Jobs in client relations in investment banking followed in Hong Kong, London and Paris.

“It was really in my 20s that I realised I had a huge interest in natural medicine,” Ms Jensen
says. “From when [my sister and I] were tiny, every time we were ill we were treated
homoeopathically or naturally. My mother was a great influence.”

As an adult Ms Jensen took Neal’s Yard courses, bought bookshelves full of natural remedy
guides and foraged in hedgerows to make her own treatments. “Then I had my two girls and I
felt that everything I bought for them that was organic just looked medicinal. Bath time was hell
— the eldest had sensitive skin, I needed to do something.”

Ms Jensen made her first formulas by “putting together loads of stuff at home, mixing essential
oils”. Teaming up with children’s illustrator Emma McCall, she designed colourful, child-friendly
packaging based on the animals on her farm. Cartoons of her daughters and, eventually, herself
featured on the labelling.

She took the prototype to Medichem, the Kent-based manufacturer for Duchy Originals. “They
said, ‘We think you’ve got something here — we’re up for this,’” she says. “We now have 96 per
cent Soil Association-approved ingredients.”

According to the NHS, about one in five children in the UK has atopic eczema. “Children’s skin
doesn’t have the natural protection that forms after your teenage years,” Ms Jensen says.
“Parabens are something that adults use in shampoo because we are vain, they keep your hair
bright and shiny. Do you need that as a child with young skin and sensitive scalp? No you don’t.”

The next stage was proving the products worked. “We have voluntarily done user trials on every
single one of our products,” she says.

Ms Jensen, who owns the company along with her principal shareholders, including private
equity investor Andrew Leek, believes market leaders are now looking over their shoulders. “The
buyers tell us that the big brands ask about us.”

The latest data from sector analysts Kantar Worldpanel show that Childs Farm is the fastest
growing baby and toiletries brand in the UK, and is already the fourth largest.

But does consumer enthusiasm for the smaller, cottage industry types suggest there could be an
inherent danger in growing too big? “I don’t think so,” says Ms Jensen. “I respond [to
customers] on Facebook. We are hands on, not some faceless corporate. I want to be going head-
to-head with J&J, I have huge ambitions for this brand, but we are young enough and agile
enough that we don’t have to do it their way.”



Then there is the price. A Childs Farm 250ml bottle of blackberry and organic apple hair and
body wash costs £3.99, whereas a Tesco 500ml bottle of kids sensitive bath and body wash sells
for just £1.25.

Ms Jensen responds that parents shopping on a budget are not her brand’s typical customer.
“Our customer is driven by the sensitivity of their child’s skin. It is a direct correlation in their
mind, the more money you spend the chances are it’s going to be better.”

For future expansion, Ms Jensen is eyeing up the 8-13-year-old “Tweenie” market — children of
her girls’ age. “We want the range to grow up with the kids,” she says.

She names Impulse and Lynx as two brands she wants to compete with. “We find a lot of kids at
boarding school already use the shampoo and conditioner. Lots of parents do too — they are
desperate for us to do an adult range, because they want to use the products,” she says.

“So yes, there are lots of plans afoot.”

Under the Desk

Joanna Jensen and a dozen or so staff work from a converted barn adjacent to her farmhouse in
Hampshire. Sports cars and 4x4s, rather than tractors, sit in the driveway.

Upon entering the barn, what first hits you are the dogs. Ms Jensen has always been surrounded
by animals, and she is not going to stop now.

“My first ever job was for a frightfully smart lettings agency in Knightsbridge, and the woman
around the corner had three dogs in her office — so I always thought it was perfectly normal to
have animals in the office.”

The cat (Daisy) is sleeping on a Childs Farm desk, while three whippets — after the initial
excitement of the new visitor dies down — loll about on the furniture. The oldest, Cecil, pictured,
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is on the sofa. “It is lovely having all the dogs, but it is a real tie”, she says. “You’ve got to have
someone that feeds the bloody things . . . I think Justine [in accounts] is on the cusp of shooting
Maude [whippet number two]. Or maybe Bula [whippet number three] for jumping up the whole
time. They like to go through handbags — even if you thought you had no food in your handbag,
these whippets will find some.”
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